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Abstract
The success of grasping and manipulation tasks of commercial prosthetic hands is mainly related to amputee visual feed-
back since they are not provided either with tactile sensors or with sophisticated control. As a consequence, slippage
and object falls often occur. This article wants to address the specific issue of enhancing grasping and manipulation cap-
abilities of existing prosthetic hands, by changing the control strategy. For this purpose, it proposes a multilevel control
based on two distinct levels consisting of (1) a policy search learning algorithm combined with central pattern generators
in the higher level and (2) a parallel force/position control managing slippage events in the lower level. The control has
been tested on an anthropomorphic robotic hand with prosthetic features (the IH2 hand) equipped with force sensors.
Bi-digital and tri-digital grasping tasks with and without slip information have been carried out. The KUKA-LWR has been
employed to perturb the grasp stability inducing controlled slip events. The acquired data demonstrate that the pro-
posed control has the potential to adapt to changes in the environment and guarantees grasp stability, by avoiding object
fall thanks to prompt slippage event detection.
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Introduction

Commercial prostheses are typically velocity controlled
or position controlled; no tactile system is integrated in
the hand and the success of the grasp is based on the
visual feedback of the amputee.1,2 On the other hand,
control solutions of prosthetic hands based on tactile
feedback are borrowed from robotics, where the tactile
sensing allows endowing the robotic hands with auton-
omous dexterous manipulation features. In robotic
applications, tactile systems are used for objects recog-
nition tasks, control forces, grasp objects, and to servo
surfaces.3 The control approaches can control fingers
torque, force, velocity, and trajectory and include clas-
sical proportional–integral–derivative (PID), adaptive,

robust, neural, fuzzy sliding mode, and their combina-
tions.4,5 In addition, a well-consolidated approach to
ensure grasp stability relies on the concept of friction
cone, thus implying that the ratio between the normal
force and the tangential force during grasping,
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multiplied by the static coefficient of friction, has to
exceed 1. This method is very effective; however, it suf-
fers from some limitations that make it unsuitable for
prosthetics, for example, it requires sensors able to
measure both normal and tangential forces (although
estimations of the latter can be used as in Wettels
et al.6) and also requires a priori knowledge on the sta-
tic friction coefficient.

Alternative and more recent approaches able to still
guarantee grasp stability rely on force control schemes
that allow recognizing slippage events by the decrease
in the measured normal force. An example of this
approach can be found in Cipriani et al.,7 where a
PID control is used to preshape a multi-fingered
underactuated hand, and a simultaneous force control
is applied to all the fingers during grasping. In Jo
et al.,8 a proportional–integral (PI) force control with
an inner velocity loop has been proposed, but no
experimental tests on real prosthetic hands have been
done. A hybrid approach has been tested in Zhu et al.,9

where a PI force control is adopted for the outer loop,
while a fuzzy position control is used in the inner loop.
In Pasluosta and Chiu,10 a control strategy based on a
neural network has been implemented in order to com-
pensate for sensors and hardware non-linearities. The
control was divided into two stages: the former was a
velocity control to grasp the object, and the latter was
a force control. Lately, further studies have been pro-
posed where controls based on slippage prevention are
implemented. The idea to prevent slippage in robotics
is not new;11 however, the first example of prosthetic
device with force control and slip prevention algorithm
has been presented in Engeberg and Meek.12 In it, a
sliding mode force control with slippage detection was
successfully compared with a simple proportional–
derivative (PD) force control and a sliding mode with
no slippage detection. In Sriram et al.,13 a position pro-
portional control has been used to grasp the object,
and a fuzzy logic based algorithm was complementary
implemented to prevent slippage. Recent algorithms
have proposed to use neural networks14 and fuzzy
logic15 to modulate grasping force of a prosthetic hand.

In this work, a new control architecture for prosthe-
tic hands is proposed with the following two main
features:

� It is distributed on two levels: a high level based
on learning, for trajectory planning and finger
coordination, and a low level for force and posi-
tion control;

� The low level is made of a parallel force/position
control endowed with slippage prevention
capability.

A preliminary feasibility study of such a control
architecture has been provided in Ciancio et al.16 An

actor-critic reinforcement learning paradigm and a clas-
sical parallel force/position control have been imple-
mented. The architecture was validated in simulation in
a cyclic manipulation tasks with a multi-fingered pros-
thetic hand.

Here, the high-level control has been grounded on a
policy search learning algorithm (Policy Improvement
Black Box (PIBB)); the low-level control has been based
on a parallel force/position control able to manage also
slip events. Moreover, the control architecture is imple-
mented and experimentally validated on a real multi-
fingered prosthetic hand, i.e. the IH2 hand (by Prensilia
s.r.l.), purposely equipped with force sensors on the dis-
tal phalanxes.

In the literature, different control architectures
based on learning algorithms have been proposed to
control robotic hands during grasping or manipulation
tasks.17–20 Such architectures have been typically based
on hierarchical reinforcement learning,21 policy
search,18–20 and other learning paradigms (e.g. ligand-
receptor17 and neuro-fuzzy inference system22). Despite
these architectures have been conceived to confer a
good level of autonomy upon the robot, they typically
yield a huge increase in the computational burden of
the control architecture, thus causing long learning
phases, which can hardly be implemented on real
robots and cannot be used for online learning.

The learning paradigm adopted in this work, based
on PIBB paradigm, has been demonstrated to have
moderate computational burden19,20 and high effi-
ciency, with the consequent advantage of enabling
online learning.23 In Meola,23 central pattern genera-
tors (CPGs) have been demonstrated to generate simple
motor primitives able to produce both rhythmic and
discrete movements. Furthermore, in Meola et al.,23 a
first experimental evidence is provided of the learning
algorithm coupled with CPGs in discrete and rhythmic
tasks as finger tapping and object rotation.

For the low-level control, a parallel force/position
control is adopted; such a control is able to manage
forces as well as motion during interaction and track
the desired motion when interaction does not occur
(e.g. during preshaping).25 The usefulness of this con-
trol strategy has been studied in the prosthetic field
through simulation tests.24 Here, it is tested in a real
experimental setting and enriched with the slippage
information provided by force/tactile sensors in order
to enable slippage prevention. For this purpose, force
sensors have been embedded into the distal phalanxes
of the multi-fingered hand. Moreover, in order to
demonstrate the potential of the proposed two-level
control, comparative experimental tests with respect to
a traditional position control (without learning capabil-
ities) have been carried out.

Strain gauges have largely been utilized on pros-
theses, but more than one sensor per finger is often
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needed.26 Furthermore, temperature compensation is
always required to achieve correct force measurements.7

Force sensing resistors (FSRs) represent an alternative
solution, although their functioning principle requires
additional sensing units (e.g. piezoelectric11) or supple-
mentary equipment,13 or signal processing for slippage
detection. For example, in Pasluosta and Chiu,10 signal
derivatives have been computed for slip detection, with
no negligible noise. In some cases, force/torque (F/T)
sensors have been employed,8 although they provide
complex information that are not required by the appli-
cation with high costs. In this article, one FSR sensor
has been positioned on the fingertip of thumb, index,
and middle and used for the twofold purpose of mea-
suring the normal force component and detecting slip-
page. Therefore, FSR force signal is properly processed
to extract information about slippage events.

The article is organized as follows: section ‘‘Materials
and methods’’ introduces the two-level control architec-
ture, presents the IH2 hand and the implementation of
the control architecture on the anthropomorphic hand
and the provided tactile sensory system. Section ‘‘Results
and discussion’’ illustrates the experimental setup and
main results, and finally, section ‘‘Conclusion’’ draws the
conclusions and future works.

Materials and methods

Control architecture

The control architecture distributed on high- and low-
level control is shown in Figure 1.

The high-level control has the aim of planning the
desired grasping task and identifying the optimal strat-
egy for finger coordination. The PIBB learning algo-
rithm has been employed in order to autonomously
search the CPG parameters necessary to define the

desired finger trajectory suitable for the grasping task.
The learning phase has been characterized by several
repetitions of the trial, grouped into periods. During
one period, for each trial, the corresponding set of CPG
parameters has been tested, thus producing the desired
trajectories the hand needs to interact with the object.

The parallel force/position control (i.e. the low-level
control) has been devoted to the definition of the motor
commands for the hand actuation system starting from
force and position references and proprioceptive and
tactile sensory feedback.

The proposed architecture aims at being used both
during grasping and (rhythmic and discrete) manipula-
tion tasks. The desired forces have been experimentally
retrieved with the prosthetic hand while the position
references have been generated by the high-level con-
trol. The control aims to regulate (1) finger motion dur-
ing preshaping and (2) force applied to the object
during grasping based on position, force and slippage
information coming from the sensorized hand.

High-level control. The PIBB algorithm has been used to
search the CPG parameters necessary to define the opti-
mal trajectories for the desired task. The learning phase
has been characterized by several repetitions of the trial.
K trials have been grouped in a period.

At the beginning of learning, an initial set of CPG
parameter m0 is defined. When each period starts, the
CPG parameters of K trials mk are generated based on
current parameter set m. After evaluating the perfor-
mance of each parameter, a new parameter set is
computed.

The PIBB learning method grounds its functioning
on the following phases:19,20,23

Parameter set: in this phase, the K parameters sets
are defined on the basis of a Gaussian distribution
expressed as

mk =N(m,s) ð1Þ

with m and s representing the mean vector and covar-
iance matrix of the distribution, respectively. The K sets
of parameters are delineated starting from the mean
parameter set m. A constant exploration noise is
employed considering a diagonal s matrix with ele-
ments 0.1.

Test: each possible set of CPG parameters (mk) is
tested on the prosthetic hand interacting with the
object. The cost function, quantifying the perfor-
mance of the executed task, is calculated as differ-
ence between the ideal and real results of the task

Jdk = Jmax � J ð2Þ

Figure 1. Control architecture characterized by the following
components: Policy Improvement with Black Box, central
pattern generators, parallel force/position control, and
sensorized hand and object.
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where J quantifies the performance of the current trial
and Jmax indicates the maximum achievable perfor-
mance (ideal result) during the single trial.

Performance evaluation and parameters update: the
cost value Jdk (obtained testing the parameter set mk

during task b) is transformed in probabilities in
order to contribute to the new mean parameter set
by means of the soft-max function

pdk =
e�(1=l)JdkPK

k = 1 e�(1=l)Jdk

ð3Þ

where the ‘‘temperature parameter’’ l allows regulating
the effect of different performances on the probabilities
and is empirically chosen as l= 10. Higher probabil-
ities are associated with parameter set causing lower
costs, while lower probabilities are calculated with
higher costs. The new mean parameter set (mn) is com-
puted averaging the tested samples by means of the cal-
culated probabilities (pdk)

mn =
XK

k = 1

pdkmk ð4Þ

Phases 1–3 are iterated for all the M periods in order
to train the system. The number of successive periods is
experimentally defined as M = 50 in order to allow sta-
bilizing learning performance. Cost function Jdk

depends on the grasping or manipulation task and has
been calculated on the basis of interaction information
between fingers and objects.

In grasping tasks, the cost function needs to take into
account the contact points between fingers and object.
During bi-digital and tri-digital grasps, only fingertips of
thumb, index, and middle fingers (during tri-digital) are
in contact with the object for the whole task. For this
reason, the cost function needs to know the occurred
contact and the contact duration during object and finger
interaction. Three counters have been used to calculate
the contact time between each fingertips (index, thumb,
and middle) and the object. The lowest cost has been
obtained when the finger involved in the task has been in
contact with the object for the whole grasp. The counters
have updated their values at each step. The maximum
performance (Jmax) have been expressed by

Jmax = nmax 3 tcmax ð5Þ

where nmax indicates the maximum number of contacts
and tcmax defines the maximum time of contact (depend-
ing from the single trial duration).

The current performance value has been defined as
the sum of the counters related to each contact point
(tcfinger) as follows

J =
Xnmax

i= 0

tcfinger ð6Þ

The counters update has been carried out at each
trial step for each possible hand contact point, increas-
ing the counter if the correct possible contact point is
in contact with the object and decrease the counter in
the opposite case. This has avoided the contact of the
object from the wrong fingers.

The CPGs have been modeled as coupled oscillators
and the theoretical formulation have been presented in
Ciancio et al.27 As detailed in Meola et al.,23 where a
first application of the high-level control is presented,
the CPG algorithm has been preferred to dynamic
movement primitive (DMP) to facilitate the initializa-
tion and the transition from discrete and rhythmic
movements, for example, transition from grasping and
manipulation tasks. The number of adopted oscillators
has been directly related to the number of degrees of
actuation (DoAs) of the prosthetic hand (Figure 2).
The trajectory of each DoA has been defined by the
output of the corresponding oscillator.

Low-level control. The implemented low-level control is a
parallel force/position control equipped with a slippage
detection and control. Figure 3 shows the block dia-
gram of the control.

The proposed control law for each finger is expressed
as follows

t = tg + kp(qf + qd � eqs � q)� kd _q+ J tfa ð7Þ

qf =Cf (td � ta)= kfp(td � ta)+ kfi

ðtf

0

(td � ta)dt: ð8Þ

The parallel force/position control consists of two
loops: the outer, with Cf as a gain, is a PI force control
(with kfp and kfi as proportional and integral gains,
respectively) while the inner loop is a PD position con-
trol, where kp and kd are the proportional and

Figure 2. Central pattern generator architecture: the number
of oscillators has been directly related to the number of degrees
of actuation of the prosthetic hand.
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derivative gains. qf is the position reference from the
outer loop; td and ta are the desired and the actual tor-
ques, respectively. t is the actuation torque to com-
mand each joint of the hand (q), tg is the torque
needed to compensate for the gravity action. Vector qd

is the desired joints position and eqs is the slippage sig-
nal (the integral signal) which acts as an additional
error of the position inner control loop as shown in
Engeberg and Meek.12 Variable _q is the joint velocities
vector and J tfa is the term needed to compensate for
the force between the fingers and the object, being J

the Jacobian matrix of the robotic finger.

Implementation on the prosthetic hand

IH2 hand. In this study, the IH2 anthropomorphic
robotic hand (by Prensilia s.r.l.) has been used
(Figure 4). It is a five-finger biomechatronic human-
sized hand. Five direct current (DC) brushed motors
integrated in the palm allow five not-backdrivable
DoAs and 11 degrees of freedom. Each finger has two
phalanxes and two degrees of freedom of flexion/exten-
sion (F/E) except for the thumb, which has the abduc-
tion/adduction (A/A) movement, too.

An underactuated mechanism is adopted for all the
fingers to enable phalanxes F/E; it consists of a tendon

that runs inside the phalanxes and is wrapped around
the pulleys placed at the joints. Each tendon is pulled
by a slider actuated by one motor. The fingers auto-
matically adapt to the object shape while closing.
Incremental encoders measure finger positions, and the
output varies between 0 (totally open) and 255 (totally
closed).

Implementation of the control architecture on the IH2
Hand. The learning phase (high-level control) has been
carried out in simulation with the defined simulated
objects in order to avoid overwork and exclude unex-
pected behavior or damages in the real setting with the
IH2 hand. The learned parameters have been tested on
the real robotic hand during the object grasp. The
learning phase is characterized by a period with K = 8
trials, experimentally retrieved. At each trial, a different
set of CPG parameters has been tested, and at the end
of each period, new K parameter sets have been calcu-
lated on the basis of the performance of the previous K
trials.

The adopted CPG is presented in Figure 5. It con-
sists of five different oscillators, each one devoted to
the definition of the desired trajectory for one DoA
involved in the task. Five different oscillators have been
adopted with a total of 15 parameters to search (five
amplitudes, five centers of oscillation, four phases, and
a common frequency). As shown in Figure 5, N1 oscil-
lator has been associated with index flexion/extension,
N2 has been in charge of middle flexion/extension, N3
has been responsible for thumb flexion/extension, N4
has been associated with thumb adduction/abduction,
and N5 has been affiliated to ring/little flexion/
extension.

Figure 3. Parallel force/position with slippage prevention
feature control scheme.

Figure 4. Prosthetic hand IH2 mounted with FSRs on the
fingertips of thumb, index, and middle finger (a). The sensorized
fingertips are covered with prosthetic silicon caps, as detailed in
(b).

Figure 5. Central pattern generator scheme composed by five
oscillators each defining the trajectory of 1 degree of actuation:
N1 defining index flexion/extension trajectory, N2 defining
middle flexion/extension trajectory, N3 defining thumb flexion/
extension trajectory, N4 defining thumb adduction/abduction
trajectory, and N5 defining ring/little flexion/extension
trajectory.
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Because of the underactuation, the control law has
been reformulated in terms of slider variable xs, related
to the joint variables q1 and q2 as follows28

xS = r1(q1 � q01)+ r2(q2 � q02) ð9Þ

with r1 and r2 are the radii of metacarpophalangeal
(MCP) and proximal interphalangeal (PIP) joint pull-
eys, respectively, and q01 and q02 are the initial equili-
brium joint angles (equal to 0).

The parallel force/position control law suited to the
IH2 Hand can be expressed as follows

t = ½Tg + Te � kd _xs + kp(xfs + xds � xs � es)�r+ J tfa

ð10Þ

being xfs related to the joint variable qf through
qf =Cf (td � tc), with td and tc are the desired and the
current torque vectors, respectively. The unique differ-
ence with respect to the control scheme in Figure 3 is
the presence of slider variables converted in joint vari-
ables multiplying by r, the pulley radii vector. Variable
eqs is now called es, _xs is the slider velocity, xfs is the
position reference computed from qf, which is the vec-
tor of reference joint position computed on the basis of
torque error. Variable xs is the current slider position,
xds is the reference slider position computed by means
of CPGs. Tg is the contribution of the gravitational tor-
que at the level of slider; Te is the elastic contribution in
order to compensate for the preloaded spring. Other
terms remain unvaried compared to the control law in
equation (7). To set the control of the slippage in the
‘‘off’’ condition, variable es was set to zero by means of
a dedicated user interface.

Tactile sensing. Forces exerted by the prosthetic fingers
onto the objects during the experimental trials have
been collected by three FSR sensors (Model 400 by
Interlink Electronics, Inc.), each one mounted, respec-
tively, on the distal phalanx of thumb, index, and mid-
dle finger (Figure 4). The selected FSR model has a
circular active area with a diameter of 5.08 mm, a dis-
crimination threshold of 0.2 N, and a measurement
range up to 20 N.

Voltage, Vout, obtained through the differential
amplification of a Wheatstone bridge output can be
expressed as follows

Vout =
c

Rw + 10a log10 F + b
� d ð11Þ

where a, b, c, and d are constants that depend on the
sensor response, whereas Rw indicates the value of the
three electrical resistances of the bridge, chosen so as to
guarantee a good tradeoff between sensitivity at low
forces and resolution at high forces in the whole range
of interest (i.e. up to 10 N). A quasi-static calibration of
the three sensors used has been carried out over the
range [0.2–8] N.29 Each sensor has been covered with a
prosthetic silicon cap in order to stably locate the sensor
on the fingertip (Figure 4). Therefore, the whole struc-
ture made of fingertip-sensor-cap has been character-
ized. Table 1 and Figure 6 show the results of the best
fitting procedure for the three sensors. Experimental
data showed high coherence with the non-linear theore-
tical model (equation (11)).

As regards the slip signal, after preprocessing and
rectification, a threshold mechanism has been adopted
to extract a binary slip signal.

Experimental setup

A first experimental setup has been realized for validat-
ing the high-level layer and demonstrating its poten-
tials, especially for managing coordinated fingers
grasping and achieve successful grasp also when experi-
mental conditions are varied (e.g. size or shape of the
objects). To this purpose, the preshaping phase has
been in-depth investigated (thus not including the force
control) and compared with a traditional position con-
trol made of a PD action on the slider position error.

Table 1. Results from quasi-static calibration.

Sensor A B c d R2 RMSE (V) Sm (V/N)

Thumb 1.028 2.766 4955 20.652 0.9986 0.0438 0.31
Index 0.77 2.474 8526 1.491 0.9987 0.0446 0.35
Middle 1.191 2.628 4233 21.423 0.9969 0.0575 0.27

RMSE: root mean square error.
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Figure 6. Best fitting curves for the three FSRs placed on the
prosthetic hand and covered with silicon caps.
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In the case of learning architecture, CPGs generated
proper joint reference trajectories (converted in slider posi-
tion references) for a given object, thanks to the training
made in simulation. No a priori knowledge on the object
precise location was needed. In the case of traditional PD
control, slider position references were planned thanks to
a priori knowledge of the object size and position.

In order to demonstrate the added value provided
by the high-level control with learning, the effect of size
changes on the control performance was investigated.
In particular, cylindrical objects of different sizes were
tested with a tri-digital grasp. It is worth observing that
due to the hand under-actuation, the traditional PD
control is expected to grasp also objects larger than
those used for trajectory planning. On the other hand,
it is expected to fail with objects of smaller size. The
objects considered for these experimental tests were a
plastic cup of 7 cm of diameter and other three cylindri-
cal objects of, respectively, 8, 3.4, and 2 cm of diameter.
Control performance has been measured by means of
the success rate during the different grasps.

The experimental setup for the validation of the
complete two-level control is depicted in Figure 7.
Three widely used objects during activities of daily liv-
ing (ADLs) have been selected for performing two
kinds of grasp: bi-digital and tri-digital (Figure 8). The
former has been performed with an egg (Figure 8(b))
and a highlighter (Figure 8(d)), the latter with the same
egg (Figure 8(a)) and with a cylindrical plastic cup
(Figure 8(c)). The masses of the objects were around:
60 g (egg), 50 g (cup) and 10 g (highlighter). The pur-
pose of the experimental tests was to investigate the sta-
bility of the grasp when an external perturbation is
applied in the two cases of presence or absence of slip
detection and to verify system robustness with respect
to the type of perturbation. Slippage has been automat-
ically induced by means of 7 degrees of freedom robotic
arm (KUKA-LWR 4+), whose end effector has been
a thin, cylindrical probe. Slip experiments have been
executed by actuating the probe for 1 cm at two

different speeds (i.e. 2 and 4 cm/s (maximum speed pos-
sible)), in order to assess control stability and robust-
ness at increasing velocities.

Experiments without considering the sensory slip
information (i.e. only relying on the force/position con-
trol) have been carried out only at 4 cm/s, in order to
demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed slippage con-
trol also when control laws that do not manage slippage
fail. In all cases, six repetitions have been performed,
resulting in a total of 72 trials. All the data have been
acquired at a sampling frequency of 2 kHz by a NI
DAQ (NI-6009) device, and the slip signal has been
recorded even when not employed for the control; the
prosthetic hand has been supplied by a DC power sup-
ply at 8 V, while all the sensors and acquisition electro-
nics at 5 V. The gains of the PD position control loop
have been set to the following values: kp = 210, 000 and
kd = 1000. The gains of the PI force control loop have
been fixed to the following values: kf i= 1000 and
kf p= 50, 000.

Results and discussion

High-level control

Training results. The training phase has been carried out
in simulation, by modeling the IH2 hand and the
objects, with the same tools described in Ciancio et al.16

The training of the high-level control has been per-
formed for the tri-digital grasp of a plastic cup with
7 cm of diameter. Afterward, the high-level control has

Figure 7. Experimental setup. DC power supply for
electronics, sensors, and prosthetic hand (a); NI DAQ device (b)
for data acquisition; prosthetic hand grasping a cup (c); end
effector inducing slippage (d); KUKA-LWR 4 robotic arm (e).

Figure 8. Grasps performed by the IH2 hand during the
experiments: tri-digital with egg (a) and cup (c), bi-digital with
egg (b) and highlighter (d).
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also been applied to other three objects with smaller
and larger diameters (i.e. 3.4, 2, and 8 cm).

The performance of the high-level control architec-
ture has been evaluated in two cases: (i) learning is car-
ried out for each object separately (namely learning
from zero) and (ii) learning of smaller objects benefits
from the learning of the plastic cup (namely learning
from plastic cup) (Table 2). Control performance has
been assessed through the mean cost value (the lower is
the value, the better is the hand behavior), and the
number of trials, which provides a measure of the time
needed for learning.

The training of the high-level control during grasp
of larger object (i.e. 8 cm diameter) has been carried
out only in the case of learning from zero. As for the
case of traditional PD control, it is expected that the
under-actuation of IH2 fingers makes the hand adapt
to larger objects.

As shown in Table 2, the performance of the task
decreased with the object size. Moreover, the number
of trials required for training the high-level control
increased during grasp of smaller objects. It is interest-
ing to observe that although the training was always
successful, the incremental training of the high-level
control architecture from the plastic cup learning led to

improved performance with respect to learning from
zero, with lower values of both the mean cost and the
number of trials necessary to conclude the training
phase.

The training results demonstrate that the high-level
control is able to successfully face changes in the
experimental scenario, such as object dimensions, with
a quicker learning phase if it starts from previously
trained parameters. Furthermore, performance
obtained with the incremental training from the previ-
ously learned situation also exceeded performance
achieved by a new learning from zero.

Preshaping results. Experimental tests have been carried
out in order to verify that the trajectories provided by
the high-level control were able to correctly grasp the
objects (i.e. plastic cup, cylinders with diameters of 3.4
and 2 cm, respectively) and to compare results with a
traditional PD control with predefined slider positions
(and correspondingly joint positions) required to stably
grasp the object. In particular, Table 3 reports the pre-
determined slider positions to grasp the object (experi-
mentally retrieved), the slider positions provided by the
high-level control, the slider positions actually achieved
by the fingers, and the success rate of the grasping task.

Table 2. Mean cost values and number of trials at the end of the learning (two types of learning have been carried out: learning
starting from zero and learning starting from plastic cup).

Objects Learning from zero Learning from plastic cup

Mean cost values Number of trials Mean cost values Number of trials

Cylindrical object (8 cm of diameter) 1.7 40 – –
Plastic cup (7 cm of diameter) 4 52 – –
Cylindrical object (3.4 cm of diameter) 4.1 55 0.1 18
Cylindrical object (2 cm of diameter) 5.7 60 0.3 30

Table 3. Predetermined slider positions to grasp the object, slider positions actually achieved, and success rate of the grasping tasks
for the traditional PD control and the high-level control.

Objects
diameters
(m)

Index
desired
position
(m)

Actual index
position
(mean 6 SD)
(m)

Middle
desired
position
(m)

Actual middle
position
(mean 6 SD)
(m)

Thumb
desired
position
(m)

Actual thumb
position
(mean 6 SD)
(m)

Grasps
success
rate (%)

Traditional PD control
d = 0.08 16.8 3 1023 15.4 6 0.1 3 1023 16.8 3 1023 16.1 6 0.1 3 1023 9.3 3 1023 9.1 6 0.2 3 1023 100
d = 0.07 16.8 3 1023 16.7 6 0.1 3 1023 16.8 3 1023 16.7 6 0.1 3 1023 9.3 3 1023 9.4 6 0.1 3 1023 100
d = 0.034 16.8 3 1023 17.0 6 0.1 3 1023 16.8 3 1023 16.7 6 0.1 3 1023 9.3 3 1023 9.3 6 0.3 3 1023 0
d = 0.02 16.8 3 1023 17.0 6 0.1 3 1023 16.8 3 1023 16.8 6 0.1 3 1023 9.3 3 1023 9.6 6 0.4 3 1023 0
High-level control
d = 0.08 16.5 3 1023 15.5 6 0.1 3 1023 16.5 3 1023 16.1 6 0.1 3 1023 8.8 3 1023 8.6 6 0.1 3 1023 100
d = 0.07 16.5 3 1023 16.5 6 0.2 3 1023 16.5 3 1023 16.4 6 0.1 3 1023 8.8 3 1023 9.0 6 0.1 3 1023 100
d = 0.034 18.4 3 1023 18.4 6 0.2 3 1023 18.4 3 1023 18.4 6 0.2 3 1023 14.7 3 1023 14.8 6 0.2 3 1023 100
d = 0.02 20.2 3 1023 20.2 6 0.1 3 1023 20.2 3 1023 20.0 6 0.3 3 1023 17.6 3 1023 17.7 6 0.1 3 1023 100

SD: standard deviation; PD: proportional–derivative.
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The hand has been able to grasp the four objects
using trajectories furnished by the high-level control
with a success rate of 100% during 10 trials. As
expected, for the traditional PD control, the same
results have been achieved only in the case of plastic
cup (as the real slider positions correspond to the
planned ones) and larger object (thanks to the under-
actuation). The experimental results confirm the cor-
rectness of simulation outcomes after re-learning
process and demonstrate the applicability of a high-
level structure to provide suitable trajectories during
grasps of objects with different dimensions.

Results of the complete control architecture and
discussion

Results of the training phase. The evolutions of the cost
during the learning of bi-digital and tri-digital grasp of
an egg are shown in Figure 9. The decrease in the cost
values during training clearly indicates the improve-
ment of the performance during learning.

The performance of the high-level control architec-
ture during each grasping task before and after the
learning has been summarized in Table 4. Mean values
have been calculated on the first and last five periods

of the training. In Table 4, the increase in the perfor-
mance during the learning of the four grasping tasks
can be observed. Table 5 reports the CPG parameters
extracted at the end of the learning in simulation and
adopted in the test phase on the real hand.

Experimental results of the test phase. In this section, the
results of the experimental tests on grasping are shown.

Table 4. Mean cost values at the start and at the end of the learning for each object and grasp.

Object Grasp Mean cost values

Start of learning End of learning

Plastic cup Tri-digital 16.1 4.0
Egg Bi-digital 5.1 1.53
Egg Tri-digital 3.3 1.61
Highlighter Bi-digital 12.9 8.0

Table 5. Parameters learned in simulation for each object and grasp.

Objects Plastic cup Egg Egg Highlighter

Grasp Tri-digital Bi-digital Tri-digital Bi-digital

CPG parameters f1 0.01 0.12 0.12 0
F12 3.11 21.9 22.24 2.65
F13 3.14 2.81 20.94 3.14
F15 3.14 20.24 3.14 3.14
R1 0.18 0.13 0.09 1
R2 0.2 0 0.11 0.59
R3 0.3 0 0.08 1
R4 0.42 0.2 0 0.88
R5 0.35 0 0.1 1
C1 2 2 1.9 1.25
C2 2 0.8 2 0
C3 1 2 2 2
C4 1.9 2 1.02 2
C5 0 0.51 0.07 0

CPG: central pattern generator.

Figure 9. Cost during the learning of two grasping tasks of an
egg: bi-digital grasp (blue) and tri-digital grasp (green). The stars
indicate the cost value at each period of the training.
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For sake of brevity, the plot of four trials is reported,
as the trend is similar during the different grasps of the
different objects. Figures 10 and 11 show the following:
(a) and (c) the measured forces compared with the
desired force, and (b) and (d) the slider positions com-
pared with the desired positions. When slippage control
is off, the grasped object is perturbed by two identical
perturbations of 1 cm at the maximum speed possible
(4 cm/s) so as to demonstrate that the object falls, or at
least is unstably grasped. When the slippage control is
active, one perturbation of 1 cm at different velocities
(2 and 4 cm/s) is produced; as expected, the system is
able to immediately detect slippage as shown in Figures
10 and 11. The activation command for the robotic
arm was given as soon as the forces reached a steady
state; hence, perturbations were not applied at the same
time instants in all the trials.

In Figure 10(a) and (b), it is shown a trial of the tri-
digital grasp of the plastic cup with the slip prevention
algorithm is disabled and the perturbation set to 4 cm/s.
After the forces reached the steady state, a first distur-
bance is applied and the controller avoids the cup fall
thanks exclusively to the parallel force/position control.
The grasp is maintained but it is no longer stable. In
fact, as the subsequent perturbation occurs, index and
thumb fingertips lose their contact with the object and
the precision grasp fails. The middle fingertip acciden-
tally continues touching the object because the object
remains unstably grasped. The force references have
appositely been chosen quite low in order to achieve a
precarious grasp and to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the slippage control. The position graph highlights
the precariousness of the grasp since after the second
perturbation the thumb is completely flexed.

Figure 10. Experimental results with the plastic cup: (a) and (b) slippage control: off and (c) and (d): slippage control: on.

Figure 11. Experimental results with the highlighter: (a) and (b) slippage control: off and (c) and (d) slippage control: on.
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Figures 10(c) and (d) show a further trial of the tri-
digital grasp of the cup, but this time the slippage pre-

vention algorithm is active and the perturbation set to

2 cm/s. As the slip event due to perturbation is detected,

the grip is strengthened and the grasp becomes stable.

From both force and position graphs, it can be noticed

that index finger, on which the slippage prevention

algorithm is computed, mostly contributes to grasp sta-

bility; its applied force evidently arises and, as a reac-

tion, also thumb increases its force value while middle

finger does not modify its action.
In Figure 11, the bi-digital grasp task of the highligh-

ter is reported. In this case, when the control of the slip-

page is inactive (i.e. Figures 11(a) and (b)), the force

references are well-kept after the first as well as the sec-

ond perturbation, but there is no incisive increase in the

grasp forces. Rather, forces diminution can be observed

in the force graph, confirming that the object is not

grasped in a stable manner as a consequence of the per-

turbations. Slider positions remain unvaried; forces

change is uniquely due to the underactuated behavior

of the fingers. Figures 11(c) and (d) illustrate the reac-

tion of the controller to a disturbance as fast as 4 cm/s,

in order to show its capability of reacting also to the

maximum velocity of the robotic arm. More seconds

are needed to reach the steady state. In this trial, the slip

event is followed by a quick, high response of the index

finger force and also the thumb increases its force in

reaction. After the adjustment due to slippage, a grasp

stability of the object is clearly reached.
Table 6 summarizes the overall performances of the

control architecture for all the 72 trials. As a

confirmation of the results depicted in Figures 10 and
11, it can be seen that when the slippage control is off,
the failure percentage often comes to be high.
Oppositely, the enabled slippage control allows the
prosthesis to stably hold the object in every perturba-
tion condition with rare exceptions. Table 7 indicates
the mean force and position errors along with standard
deviation computed for all the 72 trials. The most influ-
ent level of the control is the position one, as its gains
are much higher than the force gains. Indeed, the fin-
gers closed quickly, taking around 0.5 s to reach a
steady position; thus, the mean position error is always
quite low. Force errors resulted little when slip control
was off, but rose up significantly when the control
could rely on the slip information; this fact can be eas-
ily explained considering the force augmentation in
case of slip detection.

Conclusion

A novel control architecture to improve grasp stability
has been tested on an anthropomorphic hand for pros-
thetic applications. The control was distributed on two
different levels; the high-level control provided the fin-
gers with the optimal trajectories learnt by a PIBB
algorithm, whereas the low-level control was directly
interfaced with the hand actuators. Potentialities of the
high-level control have been analyzed and compared
with a traditional approach based on PD control; in
particular, the generalization capabilities of a hierarchi-
cal control architecture where verified by means of
experimental trials involving grasping tasks of objects
with different sizes.

Table 6. Complex results over the 72 trials.

Object Mass (g) Trial Failure percentage
(no slip control, 4 cm/s (%))

Failure percentage
(slip control, 2 cm/s (%))

Failure percentage
(slip control, 4 cm/s (%))

Plastic cup 50 6 83 0 16
Highlighter 10 6 16 0 0
Egg tri-digital 60 6 33 0 0
Egg bi-digital 60 6 50 0 0

Table 7. Mean position and force error and standard deviation over the 72 trials.

Mean force error 6 SD (N) Plastic cup Highlighter Egg tri-digital Egg bi-digital

No slip control (4 cm/s) 0.15 6 0.03 0.12 6 0.01 0.21 6 0.03 0.21 6 0.02
Slip control (2 cm/s) 0.28 6 0.02 0.22 6 0.01 0.40 6 0.03 0.41 6 0.03
Slip control (4 cm/s) 0.30 6 0.02 0.28 6 0.03 0.41 6 0.01 0.36 6 0.03
Mean position error 6 SD (m)
No sip control (4 cm/s) 0.0027 6 0.0001 0.0014 6 0.0001 0.0013 6 0.0001 0.0011 6 0.0001
Slip control (2 cm/s) 0.0026 6 0.0001 0.0001 6 0.0001 0.0013 6 0.0001 0.0015 6 0.0001
Slip control (4 cm/s) 0.0026 6 0.0001 0.0018 6 0.0001 0.0015 6 0.0001 0.0011 6 0.0001

SD: standard deviation.
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FSR sensors put onto the fingertips of thumb, index,
and middle fingers and covered with silicon caps have
been employed for forces estimation, as well as for slip-
page detection. An ad hoc experimental setup exploit-
ing a robotic arm has been set to evaluate system
performance: results confirmed the architecture capa-
bility of stably grasp objects of different sizes and
shapes, also in presence of slippage. The added value of
the two-layer architecture is especially evident in scenar-
ios where the experimental conditions cannot be prede-
fined, and the environment is highly unstructured, as in
the ADLs. In these situations, learning is undoubtedly
crucial, above all if grounded on incremental learning
with respect to an already performed offline training.
Future works will be addressed to (1) extract the slip
sensory information from more than one sensor, paying
attention not to excessively slow down the control loop;
(2) add more force sensors on the prosthetic hand in
order to extend the approach to other grasping tasks
and to manipulation; and (3) implement online learning
on the prosthetic hand and possibly test the developed
architecture on different prosthetic hands.
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